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The prospects for Higgs boson discovery and study at present and future colliders are reviewed, with emphasis
on the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) states. The expected experimental coverages with
different production and decay modes are outlined. Particular attention is given to the Higgs couplings predicted
when the top quark Yukawa coupling has an infrared fixed point. Characteristic Higgs boson mass spectra from
the minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) model are considered and the decoupling/non-decoupling regimes of the
lightest Higgs boson are discussed. General tests are described to ascertain whether a discovered light Higgs boson
is a SM or MSSM state and to diagnose its fundamental properties. The constraints on the Higgs mass spectra
implied by an interesting cosmological relic density of the lightest supersymmetric particle are described.
1. Introduction
“What breaks the electroweak symmetry?” is the
central physics issue of our time. Higgs bosons
are the cornerstones of our theoretical models.
The crucial tests of the spontaneous symmetry
breaking (EWSB) mechanism are the Higgs bo-
son interactions with the W and Z gauge fields.
There are numerous options for Higgs multi-
plets. The Standard Model (SM) assumes one
SU(2) doublet of Higgs fields and has one phys-
ical Higgs boson (h0SM). The Minimal Super-
symmetric Standard Model (MSSM) contains two
doublets of Higgs fields and five physical Higgs
bosons (h0, H0, A0, H±). Non-supersymmetric
two-Higgs doublet models have a phase in the
vacuum expectation values which is interesting
for CP violation (e.g., a muon electric dipole mo-
ment). Higher dimensional Higgs multiplets such
as I = 3/2 contain doubly charged Higgs fields.
If no neutral Higgs bosons are found to exist with
mass mh <∼ 0.8 TeV, then strong scattering must
occur in the WW sector. The thrust of this re-
view will be the SM and MSSM Higgs scenar-
ios. The reader is referred to other comprehen-
sive recent reviews ([1–4] and references therein)
for more thorough discussions.
∗Invited review talk at The 5th International Conference
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2. Indirect mh0
SM
determinations
Precision MW and mt measurements test ra-
diative corrections through the relation
MW =MZ
[
1− πα√
2GµM2W (1− δr)
]1/2
. (1)
In the SM the loop corrections δr depend on m2t
and logmh (see e.g. Ref. [5]). The optimal rela-
tive precision for tests of this relation are
∆MW ≈ 1
140
∆mt , (2)
and hence the ∆MW accuracy is most critical.
The estimated achievable accuracies ∆MW at fu-
ture machines with integrated luminosities L are
listed in Table 1. Note that a luminosity at the
LHC higher than 10 fb−1 may not further improve
∆MW . As Fig. 1 shows, precise ∆MW measure-
ment will give pinpoint accuracy on mh0
SM
. A
value ∆MW = 6 MeV (achievable at a muon col-
lider with 100 fb−1 luminosity[6]) would deter-
mine mh0
SM
to
∆mh0
SM
= ±10
( mh
100 GeV
)
GeV . (3)
New physics contributions to δr would likewise be
stringently tested. An improved value of α(MZ)
from new measurements of σ(e+e− → hadrons)
at low energy is necessary to fully utilize a very
accurate MW measurement.
Table 1
Estimated accuracy of W -mass measurements at LEP-2, Tevatron, Large Hadron Collider, Next Linear
Collider (
√
s = 0.5 TeV), and First Muon Collider (
√
s = 0.5 TeV). See Ref. [1].
LEP-2 Tevatron LHC NLC (e+e−) FMC (µ+µ−)
L (fb−1) 0.1 2 2 10 10 50 50
∆MW (MeV) 144 34 35 20 15 15 9
Figure 1. Correlation between MW and mt in
the SM with QCD and electroweak corrections
for mh = 100, 300 and 1000 GeV. The data point
and error bars illustrate the possible accuracy for
the indirect mh determination assuming MW =
80.356 ± 0.006 GeV and mt = 175 ± 0.2 GeV.
The widths of the bands indicate the uncertainty
in α(MZ). From Ref. [6].
3. SM Higgs – the benchmark
The Higgs mass mh0
SM
is the only parameter of
the SM Higgs sector. SM Higgs production occurs
through the processes of Fig. 2. QCD radiative
corrections have been evaluated for all hadronic
production processes but tt¯h and bb¯h. The SM
backgrounds to the Higgs signals are well studied.
The diagrams for the SM Higgs decays of pri-
mary interest are shown in Fig. 3. The par-
tial widths for Higgs boson decays to fermions
are proportional to m2f , so a light SM Higgs de-
cays dominantly to bb¯, with bb¯ branching fraction
∼90%. The rare γγ mode with branching frac-
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Figure 2. Higgs boson production diagrams for
(a) ℓ+ℓ− and (b) pp¯, pp colliders.
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Figure 3. Higgs boson decay diagrams
tion ∼10−3 for mh0
SM
∼ 80–140 GeV is important
for LHC searches. Sophisticated detectors are re-
quired with b-flavor tagging capabilities for bb¯ de-
cays and high EM calorimeter resolution (∼1%)
for γγ detection. For heavy SM Higgs searches
via the mode h → ZZ → 4ℓ (with ℓ = e or µ),
large angular coverage and muon detection are
needed.
In the ongoing search at LEP-2 for the SM
2
Higgs, the collider energy is the major limiting
factor. Figure 4 shows the potential 5σ discovery
limits for mh0
SM
at
√
s = 175, 192 and 205 GeV
versus the minimum luminosity needed per ex-
periment (with results from 4 experiments com-
bined). The ALEPH collaboration has placed the
bound[7]
mhSM > 70.7 GeV (4)
from 21.3 pb−1 of luminosity in LEP-2 running
up to the current energy
√
s = 172 GeV.
)
)
mH (GeV)
Figure 4. Minimum luminosity needed per exper-
iment, in pb−1, for a combined 5σ discovery (full
line) or 95% exclusion (dashed line) as a func-
tion of Higgs boson mass, at three center-of-mass
energies. From Ref. [3].
Upgrades of the Tevatron (Main Injector, TeV-
33) will allow for a SM Higgs search up tomhSM ∼
120 GeV[8] and possibly higher[9], through the
WhSM production mode with W → ℓν and
hSM → bb¯ decays. The 5σ discovery require-
ments on luminosity for the detection are shown
in Fig. 5.
Figure 5. Luminosity requirements for 5σ discov-
ery of a SM Higgs boson at the Tevatron inWhSM
production. From Ref. [8].
Table 2 summarizes the discovery reach for SM
Higgs searches at present and future colliders.
The coverage by various modes at the different
colliders is illustrated graphically in Fig. 6. Note
that the combined LEP-2 + Tevatron Main In-
jector + LHC searches will cover the entire inter-
esting mhSM range up to O(TeV).
4. MSSM Higgs (h0, H0, A0, H±) – the tar-
get
In the supersymmetric scenario there is an up-
per bound on the mass of the lightest Higgs bo-
son. At tree level this bound is (see e.g. Ref. [10])
mh0 ≤MZ | cos 2β| , (5)
3
Table 2
Discovery reach for SM Higgs bosons at present
and future colliders.
     Collider
LEP-2  √s– = 192 GeV
LEP-2  √s– = 205 GeV
Tevatron (M.I.)
TeV-33
LHC
NLC (e+e−),  FMC (µ+µ−)   √s–  = 500
NLC    √s– = 1000
NMC  (µ+µ−)   √s– = 4000
Integrated
Luminosity
150 pb−1
150 pb−1
10 fb−1
30 fb−1
100 fb−1
50 fb−1
200 fb−1
200 fb−1
mhSM
Discovery
Reach  (GeV)
95
102
80–100
120
800
350
800
TeV range
70 100 150 200
LEP-2  (e+e− )
TeV-33
(p–p)
LHC 
(pp)
NLC 
(e+e− )
FMC 
(µ+µ−)
mh (GeV)
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Figure 6. SM Higgs mass ranges over which sta-
tistically significant signals are expected in lead-
ing decay modes at future colliders (see Ref. [1]).
where tanβ = vu/vd is the ratio of vacuum ex-
pectation values. Radiative corrections can sub-
stantially raise the tree level bound to[1–3]
mh0 <∼ 130 GeV . (6)
The value of mh0 depends on tanβ, the stop
masses and the stop mixing. In the large mA
limit the radiatively corrected mh is given by[11]
m2h = M
2
Z cos
2 2β
(
1− 3m
2
t t
8π2v2
)
+
3m4t
4π2v2
[
t+
κ˜
2
+
(
3
32π2
m2t
v2
− 2α3
π
)(
κ˜t+ t2
)]
(7)
where
t = ln
(
M2s
m2t
)
,
κ =
2A˜2t
M2S
(
1− A˜
2
t
12M2S
)
,
A˜t = At + µ/ tanβ ,
M2S ≃ m2t˜L +m
2
t˜R
.
In a non-minimal supersymmetric model with ex-
tra Higgs doublets and singlets, the mass of at
least one Higgs boson satisfies[12]
mh0 <∼ 150 GeV (8)
so long as the couplings remain perturbative to
the Planck scale.
The current LEP-2 lower bounds on the Higgs
masses in the MSSM are[7]
mh0 > 62.5 GeV , (9)
mA0 > 62.5 GeV , (10)
mH± > 44 GeV . (11)
These limits are based on searches for the final
states
H0Z(hZ) → bb¯qq¯, bb¯ℓℓ¯, bb¯νν¯, τ τ¯ qq¯ , (12)
hA → bb¯bb¯, τ τ¯ bb¯ . (13)
The production cross sections have the β-
dependences
σhZ , σHA ∝ sin2(β − α) , (14)
σHZ , σhA ∝ cos2(β − α) , (15)
where α is the Higgs mixing angle. Figure 7 shows
the regions of the (tanβ,mh) space presently ex-
cluded by ALEPH searches and theoretical con-
straints, with MS = 1 TeV assumed.
Figure 7. The (mh, tanβ) plane in the maximal
stop mixing configuration. The dark areas are
theoretically disallowed. The hatched area is ex-
cluded at 95% confidence level by the combined
search for e+e− → hZ and e+e− → hA. The dot-
dashed lines show the change in the theoretically
excluded region in the no mixing configuration.
From Ref. [7]
5. tanβ from top Yukawa fixed point
In a unified MSSM a large top quark Yukawa
coupling (λt) at the GUT scale is needed for ra-
diative electroweak symmetry breaking and for b-
τ Yukawa unification[13–15]. Then λt approaches
an infrared point, giving a relation between mt
and tanβ that is independent of the λt value at
MGUT. Figure 8 shows the λt fixed point regions
in the tanβ vs. mpolet plane. For mt = 175 GeV
there are two solutions
tanβ ≈ 1.8 (λGUTb ≃ λGUTτ ) , (16)
tanβ ≈ 56 (λGUTt ≃ λGUTb ≃ λGUTτ ) .(17)
These fixed point solutions are very attractive
theoretically, but it is premature to rule out tanβ
values between the fixed-point values. The Higgs
couplings to fermions and to weak bosons are
strongly dependent on tanβ, as illustrated in
Fig. 9. Search strategies must allow for large vari-
ations in the possible coupling strengths.
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Figure 8. Contours of constant mb(mb) in the
mt(mt), tanβ plane with contours of constant
GUT scale Yukawa couplings. From Ref. [13].
6. mSUGRA model
The existence of a low-energy supersymmetry
may be indicated by the successful unification
of the gauge couplings. In minimal supergravity
(mSUGRA) models, the Higgs boson mass spec-
trum depends mainly on the universal scalar (m0)
and gaugino (m1/2) masses at the GUT scale and
on tanβ[16]. Figure 10 illustrates representative
Higgs masses for the low and high tanβ fixed
point solutions[17]. For tanβ ≃ 1.8 the A0, H0,
and H± are considerably more massive than h0,
whereas for tanβ ≃ 50, the A0, H0, and H± can
be comparable in mass to h0. In the low tanβ
fixed point scenario the h0 has a mass range that
is accessible to LEP-2.
There are two interesting h0 coupling regimes,
according to whether A is much larger or compa-
rable in mass to the Z[18]; see Table 3.
At the LHC at least one of the MSSM Higgs
bosons should be discovered. The coverage of the
5
Figure 9. MSSM couplings normalized to the SM
couplings. From Ref. [3].
(mA, tanβ) plane from various channels is shown
in Fig. 11, assuming MS = 1 TeV and no squark
mixing. However, for some regions of the param-
eter space only h could be found.
The discovery potential for MSSM Higgs boson
at various colliders is summarized in Table 4. For
complete coverage of the Higgs states, high energy
e+e− and µ+µ− colliders may be necessary if the
masses of the neavier states are O(TeV).
7. What we will learn from h searches
If mh exceeds 130 GeV, the MSSM is incon-
sistent. If mh exceeds 150 GeV, weakly coupled
supersymmetry is inconsistent. If mh is below
130 GeV, the MSSM is viable, but is the Higgs
boson the MSSM Higgs? Discovery of only one
Higgs boson is insufficient to establish the MSSM.
Table 3
Two h0 coupling regimes.
decoupling non-decoupling
mA >> MZ mA −∼ O(MZ)
h0 ~ h0SM h0 ≠ h0SM
h0 searches
same as h0SM
some h0SM search
strategies change
use precision
measurements
  to show h0 ≠ h0SM
or discover
H0, A0, H Ñ
gg → h dominates
at LHC in SM
and MSSM for
tanβ <
∼
 4
but gg → bb–h0
dominates for
tanβ >
∼
 10
Table 4
Discovery potential for MSSM Higgs bosons
complete
coverage
partial
coverage
LEP-2
TeV-33
LHC
NLC-500  (γγ)
NLC-500
FMC-500
h0     mh0  <∼ 95 GeV
h0, A0, H0, H Ñ  possible
h0     mh0  <∼ 120 GeV
at least one MSSM
Higgs boson
h0 A0, H0, H Ñ
A0, H0
A0, H0h0
h0
m
A
<
1
2
p
s
m
A
<
p
s
m
A
< 0:8
p
s
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Figure 10. The neutralino relic density and SUSY Higgs mass spectrum versus m1/2 for µ > 0 with
(a) tanβ = 1.8, m0 = 150 GeV and (b) tanβ = 50, m0 = 600 GeV. ν˜ is the lightest scalar neutrino.
The shaded regions denote the parts of the parameter space (i) producing Ωχ0
1
h2 < 0.1 or Ωχ0
1
h2 > 0.5,
(ii) excluded by theoretical requirements, or (iii) excluded by the chargino search at LEP-2. From
Ref. [17].
High energy lepton colliders would insure discov-
ery of heavy Higgs bosons. At a 1.5 TeV e+e−
collider, the A,H0, H± states could be discovered
for mA < 0.75 TeV. At a 4 TeV µ
+µ− collider,
these Higgs bosons can be found formA < 4 TeV.
8. h0SM or h
0
MSSM?
There are two ways to know whether a Higgs
boson is a SM or MSSM member. The first way
is to discover the other MSSM Higgs bosons. The
second way is to measure the h0 branching frac-
tions and total width. The enhanced couplings to
bb¯ and µ+µ− of the h0MSSM compared to h
0
SM give
MSSM/SM coupling ratios exceeding 1 by ∼10%
or more ifmA <∼ 400 GeV. The h0 branching frac-
tions for the decays h0 → bb¯, cc¯, ZZ∗,WW ∗, γγ
can be measured to ∼10% accuracy at e+e−, γγ
and µ+µ− colliders[1,2].
The total widths of the Higgs boson can be an-
other sensitive gauge of the Higgs nature. For
example, if mA <∼ 150 GeV, then Γtotal(h0MSSM)
grows proportional to tan2 β; for tanβ ∼ 1.8,
Γtotal ∼ 5 MeV but for tanβ ∼ 50, Γtotal ∼
0.5 GeV. The s-channel production of Higgs
bosons at a muon collider can be used to scan
over the Breit-Wigner resonance profile and di-
rectly measure Γh[19].
9. Post-discovery: establish pedigree of
Higgs boson
Once a Higgs boson is discovered the next step
is to measure its properties. Is it a spin zero
particle? If h → γγ decay is observed then the
spin 6= 1 by Yang’s theorem. Its spin can be es-
tablished by measuring angular distributions in
h → bb¯, h → e+e−e+e−, etc. Is the Higgs bo-
son CP even, odd, or an admixture? The general
forms of the couplings to fermions f¯(a+κγ5)f and
Z bosons gµν+iκǫµναβP
α
1 P
β
2 /Λ
2 can be measured
from angular correlations[1]. Are the tree level
coupling strengths proportional to mf and M
2
Z
as predicted? Are the loop couplings gg → h and
7
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Figure 11. MSSM Higgs discovery regions
(5σ) in (mA, tanβ) parameter space for the
ATLAS+CMS experiments at the LHC with
300 fb−1 per detector. From Ref. [20].
h → γγ of the strengths predicted from known
particles in the loops? The detailed studies re-
quired to establish the Higgs boson properties
should be easier at e+e− and µ+µ− colliders than
at hadron colliders.
10. The dark matter card
With R-parity conservation, the lightest super-
symmetric particle (LSP) is a natural candidate
for the dark matter in the universe. In mSUGRA
models the lightest neutralino χ01 is the preferred
LSP[16]. The LSP relic density Ω = ρ/ρcritical is
governed by the annihilation cross section of LSPs
in the early universe[21] and the χ01χ
0
1 → Higgs
and Z resonance poles are very influential[17,22].
Hence the relic density depends on the masses
and widths of the neutral Higgs bosons. A cos-
mologically interesting relic density
0.1 <∼ Ωh2 <∼ 0.5 (18)
implies significant constraints on the mSUGRA
parameters and the Higgs mass spectrum, as
shown in Fig. 10. As the cold dark matter compo-
nent of Ωh2 becomes more precisely known over
the next few years, the corresponding restrictions
on the Higgs mass spectrum will be increasingly
interesting.
11. Conclusions
Electroweak symmetry breaking and mass gen-
eration are mysteries that will be solved by
forthcoming collider experiments. Precision elec-
troweak tests already point the smoking gun to-
wards Higgs bosons. It is still a horse race to
the discovery line for h0. At LEP-2 the energy is
critical. At the Tevatron the luminosity is criti-
cal. At the LHC at least one Higgs boson should
be found. The genetic traits (couplings, branch-
ing fractions, total widths) of the lightest Higgs
are critical clues to decide if it is the SM, MSSM,
a generic 2-doublet member, or otherwise. The
top Yukawa infrared fixed points at tanβ ≈ 1.8
and tanβ ≈ 56 in the unified MSSM are partic-
ularly attractive scenarios; the Higgs boson cou-
plings are very different at low and high tanβ.
Decoupling of the light Higgs boson (h0 ≈ h0SM)
occurs at large mA; for non-decoupling all MSSM
Higgs boson are relatively light. The Next Linear
Collider (e+e−) and First Muon Collider (µ+µ−)
are essential for definitive studies of Higgs bo-
son properties (spin, CP, decay widths). The
high energy lepton colliders NLC(e+e−)-1.5 TeV
and NMC(µ+µ−)-4 TeV would provide the en-
ergy reach for a high mass Higgs spectrum. Fi-
nally, the existence of an interesting cosmologi-
cal relic density imposes strong constraints on the
mSUGRA parameter space and the Higgs boson
masses.
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